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Let F be an algebraic number field of degree n over Q (the rationals). An algorithm is 
presented for determining whether or not a given ideal in F is principal. This algorithm is 
applied to the problem of determining the cyclotomic numbers of order 7 for a prime 
p .~ 1 (rood 7), Given a 7th power non-residue of p, these numbers can be efficiently computed 
in O((log p)'~) binary operations. 
1. Introduction 
In an earlier paper (Buchmann & Williams, 1987) we described an algor ithm for 
determining when any given ideal in a totally complex quartic field is principal. The 
purpose of this paper is to present a technique for determining whether an ideal (given its 
Z-basis) in an arbitrary number field is principal. Part of the method that we will use here 
was developed by Buchmann (198"/) and also suggested by Appelgate & Onishi (1982), 
We let F be an algebraic number field of degree n over the rationals Q. Let F have s 
real Q- isomorphisms G1, G2, a 3 . . . . .  as and t pairs of complex Q- isomorphisms 
as + 1, a,, + 1 ( - 6"~ + 1) . . . . .  am, am + t ( = a,,). Here, of course, in = s + t and n = s + 2t = m + t. 
Also, the bar indicates complex conjugation. For i6{1 . . . . .  n} we write F (i) = ~i(F) and 
for every ~ 6 F we put ~¢i)= a;(~). 
Let OF be the ring of algebraic integers in F, For  any ideal ~ in O r we set 
and d(~) = rain {d ~ 7/+[ da ~_ Or} 
L(a<) = rain {k~ +] ked(a)a}.  
An element g~a (cx:~0) is called a minimum in a if there is no g '~a (cx'~0) with 
[c~'(°[ < [c£(il I for all 1 ~< i ~< m. An integral ideal a of 0 v is called reduced if it is pr imit ive (i.e. 
a has no rational integer divisor) and L(a.) is a minimum in c~. The number of reduced 
ideals equivalent o a given ideal c~ is finite and every ideal class in F contains at least one 
reduced ideal. 
From these remarks we can easily derive the following process for testing whether or 
not a given ideal ~ in O~ is principal. 
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ALGORITHM 1.1. 
(1) Compute the cycle I = {(ca) . . . . .  (%)} of all reduced principal ideals in O r, (If one is 
not interested in computing a generator of d, it is more convenient to simply compute the 
Z-bases of these ideals. One should also (because of the searching process implicit in step 
3) order these ideals lexicographically in the integral coefficients used in their Z-basis 
representation in terms of the Z-basis of OF (the values of b u in (2.2)). 
(2) Compute a reduced ideal ~' = (1/fl)d in the ideal class of ¢. 
(3) The ideal ~ is principal if and only if ~'s I, i.e. d = (flak) for some k e { 1, 2 . . . . .  p}. 
The computation of the cycle I has been described in Buchmann (1987); hence, we will 
concentrate, in this paper, on developing a method for carrying out step 2. From results 
in Buchmann (1987) we know that if # is a minimum of d, then d#-~ with d = d(#-l~) is 
a reduced ideal in the class of d. Thus, it is necessary to compute a minimum # in d. We 
will do this by finding a shortest non-zero vector in a rational approximation to the 
Minkowski lattice corresponding to the ideal d. We then show that if our approximations 
are sufficiently precise, the element of d corresponding to this shortest vector must be a 
minimum of d. The process is set up in such a way that only rational arithmetic need be 
performed. We will also provide a complexity analysis, in terms of ~ and the absolute 
value of the discriminant of F, for the number of binary operations needed for this 
algorithm to find #. Finally, we apply our method to the problem of computing the 
cyclotomic numbers of order 7 for a prime p - 1 (mod 7). 
2. Notation and Preliminary Results 
Let col, 09 2 . . . . .  a). be the elements of a Z-basis of Or and let ~'1 be the matrix (a)~°).x,,. 
Then, if we denote the absolute value of the discriminant of F by D, we have 
Idet al = , , /5.  
Application of the LLL-algorithm (Lenstra et al., 1982) to the Minkowski lattice 
corresponding to Or yields 
ko5°l < 2n2/4x//D. (2.1) 
since the absolute norms of the coj exceed 1. 
Let {fli, f12, . . . ,  fl,,} be a Z-basis of d, where 
tl 
fli -- ~ bkJ°gk (1 < j  ~< n) (2.2) 
k=l  
and bkj e 2:(1 ~ k, j ~< n). Put B = (bk~), ,× ,. The Minkowski lattice corresponding to d is the 
image of d under the mapping 
F-*  ~'~ 
¢(eF) e-~{ = (~(1), ~(z) . . . . .  ¢(~), Re ¢(~+i), Im ¢(~+ i) . . . . .  Re ~("), Im ¢(m))T. 
If X is the matrix (~0).×,,, then we define X to be the matrix ({1, {2 . . . . .  {,,). Clearly the 
entries of X are all real and 
[det X[ = 2-'[det X[. (2.3) 
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If coij is any entry of f~, putt 
&it = ([ -2q Re (coij)] + i[2 q Im (09ij)3/2 q 
and ~ = (&It),, x,,. 
We have ILf~-S~ll < 2 -q, (2.4) 
where by IIXII we denote the maximum modulus of all the entries in the matrix X. Also, if 
&~) - cq + icq, where 
i 2 = -- 1, ~1 = [ 2q Re co~1)]/2 a, ~2 = [ 2q Im co~JI]/2 q,
then I&~j)_co~jl I < 2-q+ 1/2. (2.5) 
If (e  OF, then ¢ has the unique representation 
= ~, XkOgk, 
k=l  
where xk ~ ~E (k = 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  n). We define ~J~ by 
and ~ by k= t 
= (~"~,..., ~"')~ = x 
when x = (x~, x~ . . . .  , x,,) r. Let fi denote the n dimensional lattice in Q" under the 
mapping ¢ ~ ~ for all ~ ~ b. Note that if f~ is non-singular, then 2qfi is an n-dimensional 
lattice in 2~"' 
Let !i be a shortest non-zero vector in ft. Such a vector can be computed by using the 
algorithm of Fincke & Pohst (1985) or the method of Lenstra (1983). The algorithm of 
Fincke & Pohst, while very efficient in practice, seems to have a worst case exponential 
(in the length of the input) time complexity function. On the other hand, the algorithm of 
Lenstra (1983) is rather slow for practical implementation, even though it is known to be 
polynomial (for a fixed n) in the length of the input data. 
Let 
ft = ~ yffi 1 = ~, Xk&k (2.6) 
and define j = ~ k = 1 
= £ = 2 (2.7) 
j=i k=i 
We will show that # is a minimum of d if q is sufficiently large. We will also show that # 
can be computed in O(log(llBl[D)) binary operations. The idea behind this is the 
following: we assume that # is not a minimum of d, i.e. there is an element ~l' in d (#' ~ 0) 
such that 
b'"~l < I/~"~1 (1 ~ i ~< m). (2,8) 
By increasing the value of q (the precision of our rational approximations to Re o9} 0 and 
Im coJ°), we will show that under (2.8) we can make one of the differences b'"~l 2 -  I~C012 
arbitrarily small. On the other hand, we can give a lower bound for this difference which 
depends only on n, D and N(d) (the norm of d). This must yield a contradiction to the 
assumption of the existence of #'. 
t If a ~ R, we use the notation [c~] to denote that rational integer such that a - - I  < [a] ~< 0~. 
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3. Some Useful Bounds 
In order to compute a proper value for q we need to estimate lit)- ~[I. We put 
T = (Tr (co~coj)),,~ n = f~rf~ 
and 
W= [I(~Z- ~ll + 2-q + X/anllT- ~11, 
where fi  = (N~J)), ~,,. By (2.5) we have 
Now l ift-al l  < 2 -q+l/2 (3.1) 
(~-  ~)T ___ f iT -  1 + (.('2--~)T- '; 
hence, 
II~q-l[I ~< [lfiT- XIl + 2-q+ ~/ZnllZ- Xll = W. (3.2) 
Define 
3 = 2-q+t/2n2W, 1~1 = I lx l l / (nWN),  
where N = N(~) t/" and x = (x~, xz . . . . .  x,,) r is the vector from (2.6). Further, let M~eQ 
(i ~ i ~< n) such that 
and put 
I~")1 ~ ~eN (1 ~ i ~ n) 
Mt = Mt + ~5_~r (1 ~< i ~< n) 
M = max Mr, P = ~. M~. 
1 ~< i~<n i=  1 
These constants are all computable rational numbers. 
(3.3) 
PROPOSITION 3.1. I f (2 .8)  holds, there is an i ~ {1, 2 . . . . .  m} such that 
and [~t(~[- I//(01 < 6~1N 
[~ce~12-I~t'"~12 < ~c2 N, 
where 
c~ = M + M, c2 = 2M~(.~ + M). 
PROOF. By (2.6) and (2.5) we get 
I~(~)-ftu)l ~ nllxll2 -a+x/z = ~SJ~IN (1 ~ i~ n). (3.4) 
Hence by (3.3) we have 
1#(~)1 <-N ( ffI~ + 6 ffI) N = M~ N. (3.5) 
By (2.8) we must also have 
IF"~l ~< M~N. (3.6) 
Now let x' s 7/" such that p' = f~x'. It follows that 
IIx'll ~< nlla-tll IIp'll ~< nWMN 
and therefore 
IF"~-F"~I ~< ~MN (1 ~ i ,N< m). (3.7) 
Since ILl is a shortest non-zero vector in Z, there must be some ie{1, 2 , . . . ,  m} such that 
IF"~I-I~"~I >f 0. 
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Hence, for this i we have by (2.8), (3.4) and (3.7) 
<~ I~ ") - ~LC~)l + It ~'"~ - ~'")1 
~< (M+.~)~N. 
The second result follows easily from the first by using (3.5)and (3.6). [] 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that (2.8) holds. For 1 <~ i ~ s we must have 
[/~,1[_ [#,(0[ /> N/c3 
and for s + 1 <.% i <. m we have 
where [#(i)12__ [#,(i)12 >t N/e4(i), 
c a = 2"- 1P/M, c4(i ) ___ 2n(n - 1)/2p,~- 1/(2Mi) '
PROOF. Let 1 ~< i ~< s. The number 
~l-- [/~¢t~]_ i~,c01 > 0 
belongs to the ideal d ¢~) in FCil. Since the norm of any ideal is always less than or equal to 
the absolute value of the norm of any element in that ideal, we see by using the bounds on 
the conjugates of # and #' in (3.5) and (3.6) that 
N" ~<7~2"-~N "-~ 1~ Ms. 
k=l 
Now let s + 1 -%< i ~< m. The number 
Yt--[/~¢i~[2_ [#,¢012 > 0 
belongs to the ideal bOL of norm N 2'' in the field L = FC~)F ¢~+~), the composite of F c° and 
F (i+t), Here, 
l = [L: Fc~)-I = [L : Ft'+v7 ~< n-  1. 
Each Q-isomorphism of F c*) or F ct+o into C has precisely l distinct extensions to a 
Q-isomorphism of L into C. Let ~,  v2 . . . .  , zt,, be the Q-isomorphisms of L into C and 
assume that ~ is the identity and z 2 is complex conjugation. Using (3.5) and (3.6), we find 
bounds on the conjugates of Yt and get 
nl 
k=3 
cn ? ~< ~2"1-2M~ -~ Mk N ac"~-~. [] 
k#i 
Notice that we can substitute a smaller value for c4(i) if we know the degree l. For 
example, if F is normal, we can put 
e4(i ) = 2"IEp/(2M~). 
The following corollary of this result is of great importance in the sequel. 
COROLLARY. / f  
6 < c 5 = min {(c~, c~)- 1, (C2c4(j))-11 1 ~ i~  s, s+ 1 <.j <. m}, 
then # is a minimum of  
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PROOF. By Proposition 3.1 the bound on 6 implies that there is either an iE{1, 2 . . . . .  s} 
with 
I~")l-I~L'")I < N/c3 
or an i e{s+l , s+2 . . . . .  m} with 
I~.)l 2-1#'(012 < N/c4(i). 
Since this contradicts Proposition 3.2,/~ must be a minimum of d. [] 
4. The Algorithm and its Complexity 
By using the Corollary of Proposition 3.2 we can derive the following method for 
computing a minimum of 8. 
ALGORITHM 4.1 
(I) Compute # such that 2~t is a shortest non-zero vector in the integral attice 2a~, 
Since 2~ is an integral attice, we do not have to contend with round-off errors during 
this computation. 
(2) Compute c1, C2, c3(i ) (1 ~< i ~< s), C4(i ) (S-F 1 ~ i ~< m), and c s. 
(3) If c5 < cs, then/~ is a minimum of ~. Return # and end. 
(4) Increase q and go to 1. 
In order to establish that Algorithm 4.1 will work, we need to prove 
THEOREM 4.2. For" a fixed n there exists a computable constant c6 such that if q > c6 log D, 
then 
(i) ~ is non-singular, 
(ii) c~ < c5. 
PROOF. The symbols c k (k >t 7) will denote numbers whose values depend only on n. 
We have 
Idet ~1 ~> Idet ~l - [det  ~-det  ~[. (4.1) 
By using the multMinearity of the determinant, we get 
Idet ~- -det  ~1 ~< ~ Idet f~jl, 
where j = 1 
~"~j = (¢tl.) 1 . . . .  , O.)j_),~ COj--O.)j, ~")j÷ 1 . . . . .  ~n)" 
From (2.1), (2.4), and Hadamard's inequality, we get 
hence, Idet ~')j[ ~< CTD ('- 1)I22-q; 
Idet ~-det  ~J ~< csD("-l)/22-q (4.2) 
Since Met ~[ =,v/-D, we see from (2.3), (4.1), and (4.2) that we can choose c6 such that 
[det ~l > 2'- 1Dll2. (4.3) 
In order to prove (ii) it is sufficient o give computable upper bounds, which are 
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polynomial in D, on W, M and M~ (1 ~< i<~n). From (2.1) we know that 
I1~11 ~< egD1/2; (4.4) 
hence, by Cramer's rule and Hadamard's inequality, we get 
IIf~-ll[ ~ Cto D('-2)t2 
and since T = fUlL it follows that 
lIT-111 ~< ctt D "-z. 
Further, from (3.1) we get 
Ilfill ~< IIf2[1+2 -q+1/2 ~< c~2D~/2; (4.5) 
thus, 
W ~ C13 Dn-1 (4.6) 
From (4.5) and (2.3) we also have 
Idet ~1 ~ c14 D'/2, 
which, since N(b) = det B, means that 
Idet fil ~< elsD "/2N". 
Since I~ is a shortest non-zero vector in ~, it follows from a result in Newman (1972, 
p. 202) that 
I/'t")l ~< c16D1/2N (1 ~< i ~< n); (4.7) 
hence, we can choose 
M i = c16 D1/2. 
Also, since ft = ~x,  we can deduce from (4.3), (4.5), and (4.7) that 
Ilxl[ ~< C17 D('- I}/2N" 
By using 
w > IIf~- Xll >i IIC~ll- X/n 
and (4.4), we get 
J~[ <~ C18 D'/2. [] 
The complexity of Algorithm 4.1 is given in the following 
COROLLARY. For a fixed value of n, Algorithm 4.1 finds a minimum in ~ in O(log (IIBIID)) 
binary operations. 
PROOF. From Lenstra (1983) we know that a shortest non-zero vector in an integral 
n-dimensional lattice L can be computed in O(log K) binary operations, where K is a 
bound on the length of the basis vectors by which L is given and the 0 constant depends 
on the dimension . As we have seen in Theorem 4.2 the length of the basis vectors 
2q~j (1 ~<j ~< n) is bounded by a polynomial in D and IIBII. [] 
5. Application: the Determination of Certain Cyclotomic Constants 
Let p be a prime such that p -= 1 (rood e), where e is a prime, and let F = Q((), where 
is a primitive eth root of unity. When e is an odd prime, Dickson (1935) shows how the 
cyclotomic numbers of order e can be determined in terms of solutions of a system of 
(e -  1)/2 quadratic diophantine equations. When the class number of F is 1 (e ~< 19 when e 
is a prime) the solutions of these quadratic diophantine equations can easily be 
determined if one can find a generator ~ of the prime ideal ~ of Z(0, where p has the 
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~-basis 
{p, ~- r ,  (~_,.)2 . . . . .  (~_r)~-2} 
and r(~Z) is a solution of the congruence 
r e -  I 
= 0 (mod p). (5.1) 
r -1  
The computation of a value for r can be easily effected by first finding, by trial, an eth 
power non-residue z of p. The e -  1 possible solutions of (5.1) are then given by 
zi~P-l~/e(modp) (1 <~i<~e-1). 
As mentioned in Buchmann & Williams (1987), under the Extended Riemann Hypothesis, 
such a value of z must occur below 2(log p)2 when p > 1000. 
When F is Euclidean (this is known to be the case for e = 3, 5, 7, 11) one can compute 
by finding the greatest common divisor of p and (--r. Given r, this process would require 
O(logp) binary operations. However, the method we have given here will work in 
O (log p) binary operations even when F is not Euclidean (as long as the class number is 
1). Since many of the details of computing the cyclotomic numbers for e = 7 have been 
previously worked out by Leonard & Williams (1974, 1975) and Williams (1974), we will 
use this case as an example here. 
Let e = 7. In this case F has class number 1 and (1) is the only reduced ideal in 7/((). 
Let 
6 
= ~(¢) = ~ a,¢ i 
i=1 
be a generator of the principal ideal p. As we have seen, this can be computed in O (log p) 
binary operations by Algorithm 4.1 when r is given. Since ~z~fi, we must have 
6 
n(r) = ~=~  ad "' = 0 (mod p). (5.2) 
Also, 
where ni is the prime ideal generated by ~(~). 
There are ¢(p -1) /6  primitive roots 9 of p such that 
9cp- 1)17 _- r (rood p). 
Let 9 be one of them and define the Gauss sum 
p-2  
z(/~) = Z YU,  
j=0  
where fl is a primitive 7th root of unity and ¢ is a primitive pth root of unity. It is well 
known that 
,(p)~(/~- ~) = p 
and that the Jacobi function 
can be written as 
z(~)z((m) (7Xm(m+ 1)) I / ]m(~) -  .c(~m+l) 
p -2  
j - -1 
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p-2 
= ~ ffind(j)+m ind(j+ I) 
j=l 
p - i  
= ~ ~ind(j)+m ind(pl - j )  
j=2 
where gindtk)_ k (rood p). Thus, @~(()~F (i = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  ,6) and we also have 
p = ~(C)~(C 6) = ~(C~)~(¢ "~) = ~AC~)~,~(C~). 
Also, by (5.2) and a result of Kummer  (see Dickson, 1935, p. 376), we know that 
~'2(C) = + C"~rc(C)x(C2)rc(C% 
where +_ (s, (i = 1, 2) is selected such that 
Now ~i(C) - - 1(rood (1 _()2). 
~P2(() =- - t+~u ( t -  l (mod 7)) 
and if we put 6 
1~q(C) = ~, c~C', 
i= i  
then the results of Leonard & Williams (1975) and Williams (1974) can be used to find the 
cyclotomic numbers of order 7 for primitive root g. 
In order to test our algorithm, we computed the values of the c~'s for each prime 
p(~ l  (mod7)) less than 106 . The program, which used a value of q=45 and the 
algorithm of Fincke & Pohst (1985) to find a shortest vector in 2qZ, was written in 
FORTRAN and run on the VAX 11/785 computer in the Electrical Engineering Department  
at the Ohio State University. In a little less than an hour of computer time we were able 
to compute all of these sets of c~'s. 
We conclude by pointing out that our method can be used to determine the cyclotomic 
numbers of order e, where e is any odd prime. We need only multiply a collection of 
ideals in Z(~) together as indicated in (78) of Dickson (1935). Since the resulting ideal is 
principal, the ability to compute a generator of such an ideal allows us to readily compute 
the cyclotomic numbers. 
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